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Abstract
Animals like mink, cats and dogs are susceptible to SARS-CoV-2 infection. In the
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Netherlands, 69 out of 127 mink farms were infected with SARS-CoV-2 between April
and November 2020 and all mink on infected farms were culled after SARS-CoV-2
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infection to prevent further spread of the virus. On some farms, (feral) cats and dogs
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virus. Throat and rectal swabs of 101 cats (12 domestic and 89 feral cats) and 13 dogs
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were present. This study provides insight into the prevalence of SARS-CoV-2-positive
cats and dogs in 10 infected mink farms and their possible role in transmission of the
of 10 farms were tested for SARS-CoV-2 using PCR. Serological assays were performed
on serum samples from 62 adult cats and all 13 dogs. Whole Genome Sequencing was
performed on one cat sample. Cat-to-mink transmission parameters were estimated
using data from all 10 farms. This study shows evidence of SARS-CoV-2 infection in 12
feral cats and 2 dogs. Eleven cats (18%) and two dogs (15%) tested serologically positive. Three feral cats (3%) and one dog (8%) tested PCR-positive. The sequence gener-
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ated from the cat throat swab clustered with mink sequences from the same farm. The
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calculated rate of mink-to-cat transmission showed that cats on average had a chance
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of 12% (95%CI 10%–18%) of becoming infected by mink, assuming no cat-to-cat transmission. As only feral cats were infected it is most likely that infections in cats were
initiated by mink, not by humans. Whether both dogs were infected by mink or humans
remains inconclusive. This study presents one of the first reports of interspecies trans-
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mission of SARS-CoV-2 that does not involve humans, namely mink-to-cat transmission, which should also be considered as a potential risk for spread of SARS-CoV-2.
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INTRODUCTION

more, information from interviews and from the Municipal Health Services (GGD) about the presence of any COVID-19-related symptoms in

Animals like mink, ferrets, dogs, cats and other Felids are susceptible to

humans was included in the analyses (Oude Munnink et al., 2021). All

SARS-CoV-2 infection (Oreshkova et al., 2020; Patterson et al., 2020;

mink farmers were asked about presence of dogs and domestic or feral

Shi et al., 2020 ). In all reported cases, domestic cats and dogs were

cats on their farm, whether the animals were able to enter the sheds,

most likely infected by their owners. Experimental studies have indi-

and if the animals could come in close contact with the mink or with

cated that cat-to-cat transmission is possible (Halfmann et al., 2020; Shi

their food, or their bedding material.

et al., 2020 ), but evidence of cat-to-human or dog-to-human transmission has not been reported yet (Decaro et al., 2021).
SARS-CoV-2 outbreaks on mink farms have been reported in sev-

2.2

Sampling procedures

eral countries worldwide (Boklund et al., 2021; Fenollar et al., 2021;
Oreshkova et al., 2020 ). In April 2020, the first infected mink farms
were detected in the Netherlands (Oreshkova et al., 2020). Before
annual pelting took place in November and December, 69 of the 127
Dutch mink farms were infected with SARS-CoV-2. As of June 2020,
the Dutch government decided to cull all mink on infected farms to
stop spread of SARS-CoV-2. Furthermore, mink farming was banned as
of January 2021 (Rijksoverheid, 2020). On the first 16 infected mink
farms, 68% of the farm owners and their family members tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 and whole genome sequencing in two employees provided proof that they had been infected by the virus circulating
among mink (Oude Munnink et al., 2021).
Some of the infected mink farms had domestic cats and dogs and/or
feral cats that could come in close contact with the mink after entering the mink sheds. These cats could roam on and beyond the farm
premises and some were allowed inside the farmer’s house. SARS-CoV-

Feral cats were captured using cat traps with food that were placed on
and around the farm premises. The following day, the captured feral
cats were sedated, neutered and treated if necessary (getting rid of
flees, worms and ear mites) by veterinarians in a mobile operation unit.
They were all vaccinated, chipped and eartipped. Throat swabs, rectal
swabs and blood samples were taken for SARS-CoV-2 testing. Domestic cats and dogs were included for sampling if the farm owner agreed.
These procedures were mostly done before or around the time the
mink were culled. On the 10 participating farms a total of 101 cats
(69 adults and 32 kittens) and thirteen domestic dogs were included
in the study. All kittens and 59 adult cats were feral, 10 were domestic
cats. In total, 114 rectal swabs and 112 throat swabs were taken. Blood
collection was successful in 77 of the 114 animals, because it was not
attempted in most kittens and not all domestic cats could be sedated
and sampled for blood.

2 infections and virus shedding in cats and dogs on the infected farms
might pose a risk for humans or other animals. Therefore, after culling,

2.3

Laboratory procedures

farm owners were obliged to keep dogs and cats on the farm premises,
as much as this was possible.
We aimed to assess the prevalence of SARS-CoV-2-positive (PCR-

2.3.1
(WGS)

RT-PCR and whole genome sequencing

and/or seropositive) cats and dogs on mink farms and potential risk factors for SARS-CoV-2 infection in farm cats and dogs. In addition, mink-

Rectal swabs and throat swabs were stored at −80◦ C without addi-

to-cat transmission parameters were estimated.

tional medium and analysed for presence of SARS-CoV-2 RNA using
real time reverse-transcription PCR using the E-gene assay (Oreshkova

2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

et al., 2020). WGS was attempted if samples had a Ct value of ≤ 32 in
the PCR test. Determination of the viral sequence was done by nextgeneration sequencing and deposited in the GISAID EpiCoV Database

2.1

Study population and data collection

(https://www.gisaid.org/). Sequencing was performed to find out if cat
or dog sequences belonged to the same cluster as the mink living on

Owners of infected mink farms (NBs) were contacted by a founda-

the same farms. The collected sequences were aligned using MAFFT

tion for stray/feral cats in the Netherlands and asked to participate in

v7.427 and the evolutionary history was inferred by using RAxML ver-

this study. Ten of these farms agreed to include their dogs, (feral) cats

sion 8.2.12 utilizing the Maximum Likelihood method based on the

and kittens (if present) in this research. Age, sex, pregnancy and lac-

General Time Reversible model with a gamma-distributed variation of

tating stage were registered by the veterinarians or asked of the farm

rates and 50 bootstrap replicates.

owner. Additional information from the 10 mink farms was collected
from records of the Netherlands Food and Consumer Product Safety
Authority (NVWA) and from interviews with farm owners and work-

2.3.2

ELISA and virus neutralization (VN) assay

ers. The precise date of viral introduction was uncertain. It was possible that the virus was already present before the mink started show-

Serology was performed as previously described by Zhao et al. (2021).

ing clinical signs. Therefore, to estimate the period of exposure of cats

If the ELISA was found positive, the positive test was validated by a

and dogs to the infected mink, the date of first clinical signs of the mink

virus neutralization assay (VN) and performed as previously described

as observed by the owner and the date of culling was used. Further-

(Zhao et al., 2021). A titer of ≥ 16 was considered positive.

3
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TA B L E 1

Descriptive characteristics of the studied dogs, cats and kittens present on 10 infected mink farms
Cat

Kitten

Dog

N

69

32

13

Age, mean (min–max), years

1.62 (1–12)

0 (0–0)

5.85 (1–13)

Male, %

31.9

62.5

38.5

Domestic, %

13.0

6.2

100

Pregnant, %

11.8

0

0

Lactating, %

16.2

0

0

PCR rectal swab+, n (%)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

PCR throat swab+

3 (4.4)

0 (0)

1 (7.7)

Ct-value PCR throat swab, mean (min–max)

34 (32–37)

n.a.

33

Blood sample taken, n

62

3

13

ELISA and VNT+, n (%)

11 (17.7)

0 (0)

2 (15.4)

VNT-titer, median (min–max)

512 (64–2048)

0 (0)

512 (512)

ELISA+, PCR+, n

2

0

1

ELISA+, PCR–, n

9

0

1

ELISA-, PCR+, n

1

0

0

SARS-CoV-2 positive, n (%)

12 (19.4)

0 (0)

2 (15.4)

n.a. : not applicable.

2.4

Data analysis

the 10 participating mink farms: NB1 (7 positive cats), NB4 (4 positive
cats), NB6 (1 positive cat) and NB52 (2 positive dogs). Three throat

Statistical analysis was performed using R version 3.5.2. Data and R

samples of feral cats (3% of all cats and kittens) and one dog (8%)

script are available (van Aart et al., 2021). Cats were diagnosed as

were PCR-positive (Ct 32–37). All rectal swabs tested PCR-negative.

‘SARS-CoV-2 positive’ if seropositive and/or PCR-positive. Only the

Antibodies were found in 11 cats (17.7%) and 2 dogs (15.4%). VNT-

adult cats with both serology results and PCR test were used for risk

titers ranged from 64 to 2048 (with a median of 512). Ten animals

analysis. Two-sample t-tests and Fisher Exact tests were performed on

had antibodies while their swabs were negative for presence of viral

possible risk factors (e.g. age, sex) for a positive SARS-CoV-2 test in

RNA. Three animals were both positive for viral RNA and had SARS-

cats.

CoV-2 neutralizing antibodies. One feral cat had a positive throat swab,

Mink-to-cat transmission was calculated using an extreme scenario,

but no SARS-CoV-2 antibodies were detected at the time of sampling

assuming all cat infections were due to transmission by mink. Mink-to-

(Table 1); we did not attempt to capture and sample this cat a sec-

cat transmission of the virus was assumed to be constant on the days

ond time. Age, sex, pregnancy, lactation and if the animal was feral or

between the start of exposure (t0 ), assumed to be the date of first clini-

domestic were not associated with SARS-CoV-2 infection in the sam-

cal signs in mink, and the end of exposure of a cat (ts ), either at sampling

pled cats (p > 0.10; data not shown).

of the cats or at culling of the mink. We quantified the transmission

NB1 and NB4 belonged to the same owner and were among the first

coefficient for transmission of an infected farm to cats on that farm (β,

diagnosed farms. The estimated SARS-CoV-2 exposure period of cats

infections per day) by calculating the probability of escaping the infec-

or dogs was longest for NB1 and NB4 (22–41 days), while it appeared

tion during an outbreak based on the prevalence (p) of infected cats

to be shorter for NB6 and NB52 (4–8 days) and farms with no infected

at the end of the outbreak: p = 1 − e−𝛽 (ts −t0 ) using a generalized lin-

cats or dogs (1–19 days; Table 2). The time between the first diagnosis

ear model with a complementary log–log link function (Velthuis et al.,

of the mink and sampling of cats and dogs ranged from 0 to 54 days.

2007). We tested the hypothesis that the observed number of infec-

At all 10 participating farms, humans were also diagnosed with SARS-

tions on farms differed from the expected based on the overall trans-

CoV-2 infection, mostly soon after diagnosis of mink (Oude Munnink

mission coefficient and farm dependent exposure times with a Chi-

et al., 2021). Mink on all farms showed clinical signs and were posi-

square test.

tive for viral RNA. The proportion of positive throat swabs in mink was
larger than the proportion of positive rectal swabs (Molenaar et al.,
2020). On all farms, dogs or cats were allowed to come close to the

3

RESULTS

mink, their food and their bedding material.
One of the two SARS-CoV-2-positive dogs at NB52 became very

A total of fourteen animals had evidence of SARS-CoV-2 infection: 2

sick (fever, lethargy and anorexia) on September 2. This dog tested

dogs and 12 adult feral cats (Table 1). These animals came from 4 of

negative for SARS-CoV-2 RNA on September 15, whereas the other

Mink
population
size

Positive humans
associated to
the mink farm
(PCR and/or
serologically
pos/total test

67,945

54,515

26,206

4

6

52

4/5
PCR-positive

4/6

2/3

All people living
at farm
positive

12,400

79,355

39,144

38,745

3

7

8

11

1/3

3-6-2020. 8/10

8/10 PCR
positive

5/7

Farms without infected cats or dogs

75,711

1

31-5-2020
2-6-2020

8-6-2020

29-5-2020‡

30-5-2020‡

10-6-2020

8-6-2020

7-6-2020

6-6-2020

16-9-2020

15-9-2020

7-5-2020

7-6-2020

9-6-2020 and
10-6-2020

7-5-2020

31-5-2020

7-6-2020 and
8-6-2020

Culling date

24-4-2020

30-5-2020.
Conjunctivitis.

3-5-2020‡

12-9-2020. Lethargy.
14–9: increased
mortality, sneezing,
coughing and nasal
discharge.

30-5-2020.
Respiratory† ,
conjunctivitis and
increased mortality.

11-5-2020. Increased
mortality and nasal
discharge. Tested on
19-4-2020 because
same owner as NB1.

15-4-2020.
Respiratory† and
nasal discharge,
increased mortality.

First clinical signs
mink

First
diagnosis
mink

24-7-2020: 5 cats,
3 kittens

24-7-2020: 1 cat

12-6-2020: 6 cats,
9 kittens

22-5-2020: 6 cats,
2 dogs

15-9-2020: 1 cat,
2 dogs
23-10-2020:
follow-up same
cat and 2 dogs,
1 new cat

24-7-2020: 1 cat,
4 kittens

30-5-2020: 13
cats, 6 kittens

7-5-2020: 14 cats
17-5-2020: 16 cats
22-5-2020: 10
kittens

Sampling date
cats/dogs

Characteristics of 10 infected mink farms and information about cats and dogs living on those farms

Farms with infected cats or dogs

Farm

TA B L E 2

0/8 (0)

0/1 (0)

0/15 (0)

Cats roam outside and
inside.

Cat roams outside and
could come in contact
with mink, mink food and
bedding material.

Feral cats able to enter
farm premises.

Cats: roam around and in
mink farm. Dogs: one at
the farm and one at
home of owner.

10

10

8

19

46

52

12

15

(Continues)

15–9: 3
23–10: 43

4
One cat allowed in the
canteen. Other cat lives
at home of mink farm
owner. Dogs: allowed in
mink sheds.

2/4 (50) Two
domestic dogs.
15–9: 1 dog
PCR-positive
23-10: 2 dogs
serologically
positive

0/8 (0)

54

23

41

8

7–5: 13
17-5: 23
22–5: 28

7–5: 22
17-5: 32
22–5: 37

Cats: unclear. Dogs:
allowed in mink sheds,
but did not enter.

With mink, mink food and
bedding material. Cats
made nests nearby cages.

With mink, mink food and
bedding material. Cats
made nests nearby cages.

Contact cats/dogs with
mink

Time between
diagnosis mink
and sampling
(days)

1/5 (20) One adult
feral cat.

4/19 (21.1) All adult
feral cats.

7/40 (17.5) All adult
feral cats.
7-5: 3 positive
17-5: 4 positive

Positive tested
cats/dogs, n/N (%)

Duration of
exposure
(days)§

4
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5

Dyspnoea, tachypnoea, lethargy and watery nasal and ocular discharge.
Possible clinical signs (in pups and females) that could appear on mink farms without infected dogs or cats: increased mortality, lethargy, low food intake, conjunctivitis, nasal and/or ocular discharge, dyspnoea,
tachypnoea, coughing, sneezing, mouth lesions and accessory breathing.
§
Time between first clinical signs mink and culling. NB1-3-4: time between first clinical signs mink and sampling cats and dogs. .
‡

†

30
8
Neighbouring feral cats
from NB4 and could
come in contact with
mink, mink food and
bedding material. Dogs:
allowed in sheds.
0/3 (0)
14-7-2020: 3 dogs
15-6-2020
14-6-2020
7-6-2020‡
5/6
28,375
14

14–7: 30
24–7: 40
1
Dogs: walk around outside.
Neighbouring cats eat
mink food. One domestic
cat at home.
0/11 (0)
14-7-2020: 6 cats,
3 dogs
24-7-2020: 2 cats
15-6-2020
14-6-2020
8-6-2020‡
3/3 PCR positive
13

20,366

First clinical signs
mink
Mink
population
size

Positive humans
associated to
the mink farm
(PCR and/or
serologically
pos/total test
Farm

TA B L E 2

(Continued)

First
diagnosis
mink

Culling date

Sampling date
cats/dogs

Positive tested
cats/dogs, n/N (%)

Contact cats/dogs with
mink

Duration of
exposure
(days)§

Time between
diagnosis mink
and sampling
(days)

VAN AART ET AL.

dog had no symptoms and tested PCR-positive on the same day. On
September 12, the mink started showing symptoms, and also tested
PCR positive on September 15. Humans working on the mink farm also
tested PCR positive on September 18. On October 23 (38 days after
the first sampling), a second blood sample was taken of the two dogs,
and both dogs had seroconverted. Swabs of one cat at NB52 were
repeated and another cat was swabbed for the first time on October
23. Both cats tested PCR negative.
One sequence was generated from a throat sample from one female
feral cat captured at farm NB4. A phylogenetic tree was made to align
the cat sequence with the mink sequences from the same farm, from
other farms (NB1, 2, 6, 7, 8 and 10) and a selection of human sequences
from the Netherlands in the period of May to August 2020 (Figure 1).
The cat sequence clusters with mink sequences of NB4.
The transmission coefficient from mink-to-cat was estimated at
0.006 infections per day (95% CI 0.005–0.009) which results in an
expected prevalence in the cats of 18%–23% for the mean exposure
time at NB1 and NB4 (31 and 41 days). The hypothesis that the transmission coefficient was the same on the 10 included farms could not be
2
rejected (𝜒df
= 7.0, p = 0.64).
=9

4

DISCUSSION

In this study, evidence of SARS-CoV-2 infection was found in 12 feral
cats and 2 dogs living at mink farms where SARS-CoV-2 outbreaks
among mink had occurred. A whole genome sequence generated of a
cat sample clustered with mink sequences from the same farm. Prior
to this study, infected cats and dogs were assumed to be infected by
humans, mostly owners who were known COVID-19 patients (Patterson et al., 2020). In the present study, none of the nine domestic cats
got infected, although they lived in close contact with their SARS-CoV2-positive owners. All 12 infected cats were feral cats and for these
cats mink-to-cat transmission was assumed to be the most likely route
of transmission. These cats roamed through the mink sheds and were
likely exposed to SARS-CoV-2, either directly from mink or via airborne
dust and surfaces where SARS-CoV-2 RNA has been detected (de Rooij
et al., 2021). In mink, mortality cases were widespread within the farm,
suggesting extensive mink-to-mink spread in the mink houses (Molenaar et al., 2020). It is highly likely that the feral cats contracted the
infection from the mink or other feral cats, not from humans, as most
feral cats do not seek close contact with humans. The calculated rate of
mink-to-cat transmission showed that cats on infected mink farms on
average had a chance of 12% (95%CI 10%–18%) of becoming infected
by mink, considering a mean exposure time of 20 days, and assuming
there was no cat-to-cat transmission. As cat-to-cat transmission could
not be excluded, the estimated mink-to-cat transmission rate shows
the upper limit of transmission. The six farms with no infected cats or
dogs did not appear to differ from the other farms with regard to farm
access, or infections in mink or humans. However, estimated exposure
times were shorter compared with NB1 and NB4, the two farms with
most infected cats.

6
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F I G U R E 1 Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree based on selected nucleotide sequence of full length SARS-CoV-2 from the GISAID EpiCoV
Database (https://www.gisaid.org/) and the sequences from six mink farms. The mink sequences are blue and the cat sequence is red. The tree is
rooted at Wuhan-Hu-1. Bootstrap support values above 50 are indicated at the corresponding branch

Some farms were located relatively close to each other and the pos-

mink, whereas the source of the infection in both dogs remains incon-

sibility of farm-to-farm transmission of SARS-CoV-2 by feral cats could

clusive. Whether this was an introduction followed by cat-to-cat trans-

not be excluded, but was considered low. A previous analysis failed to

mission cannot be determined. As ongoing cat-to-cat transmission can-

show a clear geographical pattern in viral sequence clusters. For exam-

not be excluded, more research is needed to investigate the develop-

ple, the mink in the farm located next to NB4 (< 500 m) – a farm with

ment of a potential reservoir in (feral) cats.

several infected feral cats – had a different sequence cluster (Oude
Munnink et al., 2021). However, infected cats could have transmitted
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